BREXIT: NATIONAL HUMILIATION

“Theresa May’s Brexit strategy has humiliated Britain”

Tory Brexit crisis is even worse than it looks

UK ‘embarrassed’, ‘powerless’ and ‘frustrated’ as Brexit uncertainty continues

Pathetic, incoherent, chaotic: Europe’s verdict on Brexit shambles

Labour ‘NOT A REMAIN PARTY NOW’

Labour orders MPs not to back second Brexit referendum

“I am furious that the leadership is complicit in facilitating Brexit”

Labour will never be forgiven over a Brexit deal with Tories

Corbyn: Brexit would go ahead even if Labour won

THE LIBERAL DEMOCRATS were the first to call for the people to be given the final say on the deal in the summer of 2016.

What started as a Liberal Democrat campaign has grown into a cross-party national movement that now has the support of the majority of the country.

Our resolve has never wavered. It never will. We will continue to fight for Britain to remain in the EU.

JOIN OR DONATE TO HELP STOP BREXIT: LIBDEMS.ORG.UK/WIN

YOUR CHOICE ON 23RD MAY:

Vote for Brexit

Conservative

Labour

UKIP or Brexit Party

All of these parties are backing Brexit. A vote for them in this election is a vote to take Britain out of Europe.

OR

Vote to stop Brexit

Liberal Democrats

Demand Better

If you want to stop Brexit, use your vote in this election to back the biggest party in Britain fighting on your side.

This time, use your vote to stop Brexit

Liberal Democrats

Find out more online: LibDems.org.uk
@Lib Dems
Facebook.com/LibDems

END THIS MESS

THINK BREXIT IS A DISASTER?

USE YOUR VOTE TO STOP IT
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THE LIBERAL DEMOCRAT VISION FOR BRITAIN TO REMAIN IN EUROPE

GIVE PEOPLE THE FINAL SAY

Westminster politics is failing all sides when it comes to Brexit. The only way out of this mess is a People's Vote so that the people get the final say.

The Liberal Democrats will be leading the fight to Remain in the EU in a People's Vote.

There are two people who are blocking this - Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn. If either one would listen or compromise, then we could resolve Brexit once and for all with a People's Vote. By casting your vote for the Liberal Democrats in this election, you can send a message that enough is enough. We want a People's Vote and we need it now.

A MORE PROSPEROUS BRITAIN

With Britain at the heart of a modernised European Union, we can improve lives in every part of the country.

A country where everyone can afford somewhere to live, in a safe, clean and friendly neighbourhood. A country with a new politics – taking on entrenched power and privilege and delivering a fair deal for everyone.

TACKLE THE CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Global problems need global solutions. Working with the EU greatly amplifies the UK's voice in international negotiations. It enables us to jointly set high environmental standards - which in turn can be used to hold the Government to account at home, for example over its failure to tackle toxic air pollution and poor water quality.

PROTECT OUR PUBLIC SERVICES

As well as being friends, neighbours and family, EU citizens make a huge contribution to our NHS, schools and care services. 1 in 10 NHS doctors are EU citizens, along with 13,000 teachers.

Conservative and Labour Brexit plans put this at risk. By staying in the EU, we can retain these vital staff and also give our own citizens the opportunity to work in the EU.